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Seasons and Weather

**WINTER, COLD**
Shake both "s" hand, palms facing each other, back and forth with a short repeated movement in front of each side of the chest.
Hint: Shivering in winter.

**SPRING, GROW, PLANT**
Beginning with the left hand cupped around the right flattened "o" hand, palm facing up, move the right hand upward with a repeated movement opening into a "5" hand each time.
Hint: A plant sprouting through the soil.

**SUMMER**
Bring the extended right index finger, palm facing down and finger pointing left, across the forehead with a double movement changing into an "x" hand each time as the hand moves.
Hint: Wiping sweat off the brow.

**FALL, AUTUMN**
Bring the index-finger side of the right "b" hand, palm facing down, downward with a double movement on the bent left arm near the elbow.
Hint: Leaves falling from a tree.

**RAIN**
Beginning with both loose "claw" hands in front of each shoulder, palms facing down, bring the hands downward with a double movement.
Hint: Raindrops falling.

**SNOW**
Beginning with both "5" hands in front of each shoulder, palms facing down, move the hands forward and downward in large arcs while wiggling the fingers.
Hint: Snowflakes falling.
WIND, BREEZE
Beginning with both "5" hands in front of the left side of the body, palms facing each other and fingers pointing up, swing the hands in arcs across the chest with a repeated movement. Hint: Shows the movement of air.

STORM
Beginning with the left "5" hand in front of the chest, palm facing in, and the right "5" hand to the right side of the body, palm facing forward, move the hands with a smooth repeated movement from side to side in front of the body, reversing hand positions on opposite sides of the body. Hint: Wind whipping the air around.

TORNADO
Beginning with the right extended index finger pointing down in front of the right shoulder and the left extended index finger pointing up in front of the body, move the right finger upward in a spiraling movement. Hint: Follows the shape of a tornado funnel.

HURRICANE
Beginning with the right "claw" hand above the left "claw" hand in front of the chest, palms facing each other, move the right hand upward in a spiraling movement. Hint: Shows the whipping winds of a hurricane.

FLOOD
Tap the index-finger side of the right "w" hand, palm facing left, against the chin with a double movement. Then beginning with both "5" hands in front of the chest, fingers pointing forward and both palms facing down, raise both hands simultaneously. Hint: "Water" plus showing the water rising.

RAINBOW
Move the right "4" hand from in front of the left shoulder in an arc in front of the face, palm facing in and fingers pointing left. Hint: The fingers follow the colors and shape of a rainbow.